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Obituary

Former Director-General of CSIR
Prof. S.K. Joshi Passes Away
Director General of CSIR
Shri
Krishna
Joshi,
Dr Sekhar Mande joined his
popularly
known
as
last journey and remembered
Professor S.K. Joshi, one of
his immense contributions
the best science leaders and
to the Indian science and
condensed matter physicist
technology. His demise is
of this country, left for his
truly the end of an era.
heavenly abode on 15 May
Professor S.K. Joshi
2020 at the age of 86 at
was born on 6 June 1935
his residence in Gurugram,
in a small village of Anarpa
Haryana.
in Kumaun, Uttarakhand.
It was only a few days
During his schooling days,
ago before the coronavirus
he used to walk everyday
lockdown began in the
several kilometres of tough
country in the month of March,
terrains of the Himalayas to reach
I visited him and had a long chat
his school. For his higher education,
with him about his health. He was
he moved to Allahabad University
suffering from cancer in his thigh and
and obtained BSc and MSc (Physics)
was confined to the bed. He had his
Shri Krishna Joshi
degrees, both with first class. In 1957,
usual charismatic smile beneath which
(1935-2020)
being the Gold medalist in MSc, he was
the deep pain of the illness was evident.
offered the position of Lecturer in Physics at
In several hours’ long discussion, he narrated
Allahabad University. At the same time, he
his journey from a small village of Uttarakhand
started his research work in the measurement
to rising to the position of Director General of
of diffuse X-ray scattering from organic crystals
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research,
(CSIR), New Delhi.
for his doctoral degree with Dr K. Banerjee and
received his PhD degree in 1962.
Today 16 May 2020, I alongwith the present
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honours and awards

1972

Shanti Swarup
Bhatnagar Award
(Physical Sciences)

1974

Meghnad Saha
Award

1991
Padma Shri

2003

Padma Bhushan
He was one of the
rarest Indian scientists
who contributed a
Chapter in Solid State
Physics, published
by Academic Press
in 1968 on Lattice
Dynamic of Metals.
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In 1965, he was offered a position
of Visiting Lecturer by the University
of California, Riverside, USA. After
working two years in USA, he returned
to India and joined as a Professor of
Physics, at a pristine age of 32 years,
at the University of Roorkee (now
IIT Roorkee). His experimental work
during his PhD and his experience in
the US, got him seriously interested in
theoretical studies of lattice vibrations
i.e. phonons in metals and insulators.
In metals, the frequencies of
phonons depend on the response
of conduction electrons to ion
motion, and he proposed a
successful phenomenological model
incorporating electron response.
He was one of the pioneers to
understand the lattice dynamics of
d-electron metals (e.g. copper and
nickel) using a non-interacting s and
d bands model. He investigated the
electronic band structure using the
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method.
The virtual crystal and the coherent
potential approximation were used
to calculate the electron states in a
number of disordered binary alloys.

He was one of the rarest Indian
scientists who contributed a Chapter
in Solid State Physics, published
by Academic Press in 1968 on
Lattice Dynamic of Metals – other
contributors in the book include
Charles Kittle. For his outstanding
work, he was awarded the prestigious
Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Award
(Physical Sciences) in 1972 and the
Meghnad Saha Award for Research
in Theoretical Sciences in 1974.
His
group
investigated
physical properties like electrical
conductivity, Hall effect and
surface segregation in disordered
binary alloys. His contributions to
electron correlations in narrowband
ferromagnets using the Hubbard
model and its generalizations are
highly appreciated.
He was elected a Fellow of
the Indian Academy of Sciences,
Bangalore, Indian National Science
Academy (INSA), Indian Academy
of
Sciences (IAS), National
Academy of Sciences India (NASI),
Third World Academy of Sciences
(TWAS), and Russian Academy of
Sciences (Foreign Member).
In 1986, he moved from IIT
Roorkee to New Delhi to take over
the position of the Director of the
CSIR-National Physical Laboratory
(NPL). It was a coincidence that
the discovery of high temperature
superconductors also took place
in 1986. His expertise in lattice
vibrations made it easy for him to
take up the research activities of
high-temperature superconductors at
NPL. He proposed a new variational
method for the periodic Anderson

model to study the ground state
behaviour of heavy fermions and
estimated the c-axis resistivity of
high-temperature superconductors.
NPL also started the work on
nanotechnology.
Prof. Joshi investigated the
transport of electrons in mesoscopic
systems, particularly the conductance
of a single quantum dot and a double
quantum dot system. Apart from
being an outstanding scientist, he
was a visionary leader as well. For
visitors coming to NPL, he got a
guest house built at the NPL campus
so that they could work comfortably
even beyond the office hours. To
attract research scholars to NPL,
he got a hostel built for them. For
his distinguished contributions in
science, the Government of India
honoured him with Padma Shri in
1991.
In 1991, Prof. S.K. Joshi was
elevated to the position of Director
General of CSIR and Secretary,
DSIR, Government of India. This
coincided with the beginning of
economic liberalisation in India.
During this period he successfully
steered CSIR towards fulfilling the
scientific and technological needs of
the country.
After his superannuation in 1995,
his official address became “252,
National Physical Laboratory, Dr
KS Krishnan Marg, New Delhi”,
and remained till his demise. The
NPL Research Council, chaired by
Prof. Arun K. Grover suggested
that he should continue as “Scientist
of Eminence” at NPL and his vast
knowledge should be utilized by the
scientists of NPL.

Prof. Joshi served the nation in
various ways. He played a crucial
role in establishing new institutes of
higher learning viz. IISER, NISER,
new IITs, etc. He guided leading
institutions of the country through
Chairmanship of their apex Boards,
including IIT Roorkee, Institute of
Mathematical Sciences, Chennai,
Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar,
Indian Association for Cultivation
of Science, Kolkata, Recruitment
& Assessment Center (RAC
DRDO), Recruitment Assessment
Board (RAB CSIR), Visvesvaraya
National Institute of Technology
(VNIT Nagpur), Inter-University
Accelerator Centre (IUAC), UGCDAE, Indore, etc. He also served as
a member of the Scientific Advisory
Committee to the Government of
India, and Chairman of selection
committees to select Directors and
Vice Chancellors of many prestigious
Institutes and Universities. For
his contributions, in 2003, he was
honoured by the Padma Bhushan,
the third-highest civilian award in the
Republic of India.
In 2015, when I took over the
position of Director, NPL, I made
a courtesy visit to him. It was a
coincidence that he had also just
taken over as the Chairman of the
National Accreditation Board for
Testing and Calibration Laboratories
(NABL). We had a great discussion
on how NPL (the apex body of
measurement in the country) and
NABL (the apex accreditation body
of laboratories in the country) can
ensure the quality of Made-in-India
products at par with international
standards.

Prof. Joshi served
the nation in
various ways. He
played a crucial
role in establishing
new institutes of
higher learning
IISER, NISER, new
IITs, etc.
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Prof. Joshi was the
brainchild behind
enhancing the
industry-academia
interactions, and
bringing national
labs into the ambit of
deemed universities
e.g. TIFR, HBNI,
etc. He was also
the Chairman of
the elite committee
that established
five DST-Centers of
Higher Education
Institutes, including
the Panjab University,
Chandigarh.
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It was agreed that NPL would
increase the Calibration and
Measurement Capabilities (CMCs)
and the International Bureau of
Weights and Measures, France
and NABL will try to increase the
number of accredited laboratories
across the country, which are
metrological traceable to SI units
of measurements through NPL.
In addition, NPL launched several
Certified Reference Materials under
the trademark of Bhartiya Nirdeshak
Dravyas (BNDs), which provides
direct measurement traceability to
the laboratories. Many of the BNDs
were launched by Prof. Joshi himself.
He used to say that NPL should
develop all the BNDs so that India
becomes self-reliant.
At the end of December 2019,
when he started feeling weak, the
responsibility of the Chairman,
NABL was entrusted to me. During
my last meeting with him, I ensured
him that I would carry forward
the good work done by him. I was
waiting for the lockdown to end to
tell him that during the period of the
COVID-19 pandemic, NABL had
done a wonderful job by providing
online accreditation to 142 medical
testing laboratories across the
country for RT-PCR RNA Virus/
COVID-19, which had greatly
benefited the country in terms of
conducting these very important
tests. Unfortunately, he left us before
I could inform him.
Prof. Joshi immensely contributed
to Indian science and science
academies by serving at various
positions including Secretary, Indian
National Science Academy (INSA),
Foreign Secretary of the Indian

National Science Academy (INSA),
President of the Indian National
Science Academy (INSA), Vice
President of the Indian Academy of
Sciences, President of the National
Academy of Sciences, President of
Indian Physics Association, President
of the Materials Research Society of
India, and President of the Indian
Science Congress Association.
Prof. Joshi was the brainchild
behind enhancing the industryacademia interactions, and bringing
national labs into the ambit of
deemed universities e.g. TIFR, HBNI,
etc. He was also the Chairman of the
elite committee that established five
DST-Centers of Higher Education
Institutes, including the Panjab
University, Chandigarh. He was
awarded a D.Sc. honoris causa from
the Kumaun University, Kanpur
University, Benaras Hindu University,
and the University of Burdwan.
His passing away is a great loss
to the nation. Those of us who have
been fortunate enough to know
and work with him have lost a great
teacher and mentor.
Prof. S.K. Joshi was married
to Hema, a gracious and charming
lady, who during their 55 years of
togetherness supported him in his
personal (a strict follower of early
to bed and early to rise routine) as
well as professional (follower of
simple living and high thinking) life.
He leaves behind his wife and a son
Sanjay, who is well settled at a high
position in the USA with his family.
Dr Dinesh K. Aswal, Director, CSIRNational Physical Laboratory (CSIRNPL), New Delhi and Chairman, NABL

Minister Releases Guidelines for Public
Transport Formulated by CSIR-CRRI

The unprecedented country-wide
lockdown enforced by the Govt
of India to control the spread of
COVID-19 will eventually have to
be relaxed to facilitate easy flow of
goods, services and the reinvigorate
the economy. With the danger from
the deadly virus still showing no signs
of abating enabling a safe public
transport system once the lockdown
is relaxed is a challenge.
The CSIR-Central Road Research
Institute (CSIR-CRRI) has formulated
Guidelines for Public Transport and Feeder
Modes considering Social Distancing
Norms detailing safety measures for
every mode of public transport. The
guidelines were released by Union
Minister for Science & Technology
and Health & Family Welfare, Dr
Harsh Vardhan, who said, “Post
COVID-19, a new normal will develop
in the society, setting new standards to

Dr Harsh Vardhan
said, “Post
COVID-19, a
new normal will
develop in the
society, setting new
standards to live in
a better way, in a
scientific way which
will eventually
become Good
Health Norms.”

live in a better way, in a scientific way
which will eventually become Good
Health Norms.”
According to CRRI’s report,
currently there are around 10 cities
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CRRI has suggested
other measures
to ensure social
distancing, such
as splitting zebra
crossings into
two parts for each
direction or by
marking two separate
zebra crossings.
This can control
the spread between
pedestrians by
enabling social
distancing at
intersections.

with the operational metro network
– a total network of more than 700
kilometres and about 525 metro
stations. More than 1.6 million buses
are registered in India, and the public
bus sector operates 1,70,000 buses
carrying roughly 7 crore people per
day. After the lockdown, to control
the spread of COVID-19, CSIRCRRI suggests a combination of two
different approaches: Redesigning
facilities enabling social distancing
and Reducing demand and capacity
enhancement.
The first approach would involve
measures like painted markings for
social distancing around bus stops,
footpaths, etc.; limited number of
commuters inside bus/metro coach
and separate lane for buses to improve
the capacity of bus service.
The second approach would
require reducing demand for public
transport by encouraging short trips
by non-motorised modes (bicycle)
and intermediate public transport

modes (cycle rickshaws, autos, etc.);
shops/markets/offices having public
dealings to be opened for a longer
duration to avoid larger gathering
and crowds, and staggered timings for
office-goers.
In addition, CRRI has also
suggested other measures to ensure
social distancing, such as splitting
zebra crossings into two parts for each
direction or by marking two separate
zebra crossings. This can control
the spread between pedestrians
by enabling social distancing at
intersections. In E-Rickshaws, Autos,
Taxis drivers are suggested to use
plastic sheet for physical separation
between driver and commuter as
well as within commuters in case of
auto/e-rickshaw/taxi. Short-length
trips by intermediate public transport
modes (rickshaws, autos, etc.) to be
encouraged as well as a dedicated
path lane should be allotted for faster
movement of such vehicles.

#CSIRFightsCovid19 – A Snapshot
Virus Surveillance

Surveillance at the level of the
virus, humans, and geographical
origins and distributions is a critical
step in combating Covid-19. While
molecular surveillance involves largescale sequencing of viral genomes,
digital surveillance utilizes big data at
the population level.
• CSIR has undertaken communitylevel screening at Kolar, Karnataka
where CSIR-IGIB is leading the
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team in setting up a model for
community surveillance. This is
being done in collaboration with
NIMHANS, THSTI (DBT),
and TATA Sons. Around 1000
random samples that included
200 healthcare workers from a
database of 1 million people were
screened by a mix of RT-PCR
assays and Rapid Antibody test
and proper ELISA. This model
was run successfully and can be
replicated in different cities pan
India.

• CSIR has also undertaken genome • Sequencing the viral genomes in
sequencing with samples from
India is the need of the hour to
different geographical regions of
understand the virus dynamics
the country. The computational
such as its spread and mutation
support is being provided by IIIT,
frequency and the impact on
Hyderabad, and INTEL.
the severity of the disease and

Data based on 104 sequences from CSIR-IGIB and NCDC
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Sequence analysis of all the (>200) Indian sequences in the database to understand the genetic
diversity of strains which cover 19 states and union territories

During the week 7-14
May 2020 CSIR labs
across the nation have
tested 3023 samples
for COVID-19. So far,
in total, CSIR labs
have tested >10,000
samples.

implications for the vaccine, drug
and diagnostic development.
From India, about 200 sequences
have been reported as on date,
of which 104 sequences have
been submitted by CSIR-IGIB
in collaboration with National
Centre for Disease Control.
Additionally, CSIR-CCMB has
sequenced 50 new viral genomes.
Thus 174 genomes have been
sequenced so far at CSIR.

Testing COVID-19 Samples

The key to flattening the curve of
growth in Coronavirus cases is the
detection of the infected at the
earliest and isolating them. Rapid
diagnosis, therefore, is the need of
the hour towards which CSIR has
made major contributions using
multiple strategies.
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During the week 7-14 May 2020
CSIR labs across the nation have
tested 3023 samples for COVID-19.
So far, in total, CSIR labs have tested
>10,000 samples.
Labs
CSIR-IIIM
CSIR-IMTECH
CSIR-CCMB
CSIR-IITR
CSIR-IHBT
Total

No of tests
1034
956
348
345
340
3023

CSIR-CFTRI and CSIR-CLRI
have also contributed to 8544 in
Mysuru and 5000 tests in Chennai
respectively so far by providing the
State Government with RT-PCR
machines.

6 Research Scholars from CSIRCLRI have also supported the King
College of Preventive Medicine in
testing 1300 samples over the last
week.

Faster and Cheaper
Diagnostics

products and phtypharmaceuticals
for developing drugs. CSIR has
achieved considerable success in
this endeavour working with major
pharma companies. Some recent
developments are outlined here.
• Clinical trials: CSIR has
received approval from the Drug
Controller General of India
(DGCI) for two clinical trial drugs
– a phytopharmaceutical and
Favipiravir – to treat COVID-19.
The trial will begin within a week.

CSIR-CCMB has been pooling
samples that belong to areas with
lower than 2% COVID-19 prevalence
rates for diagnostics using RT-PCR.
The SOP for this strategy is now
publicly available.
It has now developed a new
strategy to pool samples from all • Sepsivac against COVID-19
with Cadila: CSIR and Cadila
different districts of a state and test
Pharmaceuticals have received
them together. Every single sample
regulatory approval for initiating
is barcoded using PCR at the sample
clinical trials to evaluate the
collection centre. These samples
efficacy of an existing gramwill be sent to a central point like
negative sepsis drug called
CSIR-CCMB which has Next-Gen
Sepsivac for COVID-19 patients.
Sequencing facilities, which can test
The clinical trials are being carried
up to 50,000 samples in two days.
out among critically ill patients at
The centre will now test its pilot
PGI Chandigarh, AIIMS New
run, with support from SynGene,
Delhi and AIIMS Bhopal). Clinical
Bengaluru. If successful, the plan
trial will also be carried out among
would be extended to the states
subjects at risk of getting infected
of Telangana and Karnataka. This
(4000 participants) and positive
strategy aims to do faster testing of a
patients, hospitalized but not
large population, at about 0.3$ (~Rs
critically ill (480 participants).
25) per sample.

Drugs & Vaccines against
COVID-19

As the research into SARS-CoV-2 is
in its early days and our understanding
is evolving each day, it is critical
to deploy all possible strategies to
combat the virus. CSIR’s strategy has
involved repurposing existing drugs
against COVID-19, discovering
new drugs and exploring natural

Every single sample
is barcoded using
PCR at the sample
collection centre.
These samples
will be sent to
a central point
like CSIR-CCMB
which has NextGen Sequencing
facilities, which can
test up to 50,000
samples in two days.

• Phytopharmaceutical ACQH
with Sun Pharma: ACQH has
been developed by CSIR-IIIM
and DBT-ICGEB and is active
against all four subtypes of dengue
virus. It is being repositioned for
treating COVID-19. It has earlier
completed human safety phase 1
trial and now approval has been
granted for Phase II trials on
COVID-19 patients.
CSIR News
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To provide impetus
to the drug discovery
and vaccine testing
in the country CSIRCCMB has set up the
SARS-CoV-2 viral
culture systems.
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• Favipiravir
with
Cipla:
Favipiravir is a drug used for the
treatment of influenza. It is a safe
drug and its trial can be expected
to be completed in about 1.5
months. If tests are successful,
the drug could be available soon
(as its patent has expired) at an
affordable price. The synthetic
process has been developed at
CSIR-IICT, which has provided
API and key starting materials to
Cipla. Cipla has received approval
for phase II clinical trials, which
will begin soon.

virals, molecules from anti-tussive
ayurvedic formulations, and
phytochemicals by docking against
the Main protease (Mpro) and
RNA dependent RNA polymerase
(RdRp), and Human ACE2, the key
targets of SARS-CoV-2. Extensive
docking studies have been carried
out by CSIR-CLRI and CSIRNEIST on Saquinavir, Sirolimus
and Erythomycine, Zafirlinkast,
Indinavir, Zanavir, Cefdivir,
Tetracyclin, Darunavir, etc. CSIRNEIST has obtained data on the
interaction of 7 antivirals with 3
CL-Pro including Paritaprevir,
Simaprevir, etc. Docking studies
of 750 analogues of derivatives
of Hydroxychloroquine and
chloroquine were initiated by
CSIR-IITR which suggested two
derivatives with spike protein as a
target.

• Remdesivir: CSIR-IICT has
developed API and KSM and
shared the process of technology
with industries. The API of
Remdesivir is being provided by
CSIR-IICT to CIPLA, which
is one of the licensees that has
received a voluntary license from
Gilead.
• SARS-CoV-2 viral assays: To
provide impetus to the drug
• Clinical trials with ICMR and
discovery and vaccine testing in
Ministry of Ayush: CSIR is
the country CSIR-CCMB has
collaborating with studies on
set up the SARS-CoV-2 viral
Ayurveda interventions as
culture systems. It has entered
prophylaxis and as an add-on
into a collaboration with Eyestem
to standard care to COVID-19.
Research Private Limited. The
Ayurvedic medicines such as
research team will use the human
Ashwagandha, Yashtimadhu,
lung epithelial cell culture system
Guduchi Pippali, and a
provided by Eyestem as part of
polyherbal
formulation
its anti-covid screening (ACS)
(Ayush-64) will be tested on
platform.
health workers and those working
in COVID-19 high-risk areas.
• Antibodies
and
serology
CSIR
through
approach:
its
NMITLI
programme
• In-silico screening of existing
has
approved a project for
drugs and natural products:
the development of human
Virtual screening of about 7100
monoclonal antibodies (hmAbs)
molecules is being carried out
that can neutralize SARS-CoV-2
including FDA approved anti-

in patients. The project would
be implemented by a multiinstitutional and multi-disciplinary
team comprising NCCS, IITIndore, PredOmix Technologies
and Bharat Biotech International.
The project aims to generate
hmAbs to SARS-CoV-2 from the
convalescent phase of COVID-19
patients and select high affinity
and neutralizing antibodies. The
project also aims to anticipate
future adaptation of the virus
and generate hmAbs clones that
can neutralize the mutated virus
and could be readily available
for combating future SARS-CoV
infections.
CSIR-CCMB has also entered
into an MoU with the University of
Hyderabad and Vins Bioproducts
Ltd. to enable the development
of antisera against SARS-CoV-2
using the inactivated virus in
horses, which is amenable for
large-scale production. Antisera
is the blood serum containing
antibodies which can be used for
passive immunity.

Hospital Assistive Devices &
PPEs

Ever since the pandemic struck,
CSIR has been introducing lowcost and effective hospital assistive
devices and PPEs and consistently
improving their efficiency and design.
Many of them have been transferred
to the industry while some are at the
stage of beta testing, which will be
followed by certification.
• Bi-Level
Positive
Airway
Pressure System by CSIR-NAL:
The highlight of the week and

one that garnered considerable
attention and positive responses
was the development of the
BiPAP Ventilator by the CSIRNational Aerospace Laboratories.
The ventilator is a microcontrollerbased system with a HEPA filter
(Highly Efficient Particulate Air
Filter). These unique features help
to alleviate the fear of the virus
spread.
It is simple to use without
any specialized nursing, costeffective, compact and configured
with the majority of indigenous
components. It has features like
Spontaneous, CPAP, Timed, AUTO
BIPAP modes with provision to
connect Oxygen concentrator or
Enrichment unit externally.
The ventilator is ideal for
treating COVID-19 patients
in wards, make shift hospitals,
dispensaries and home. It has been
certified for safety and performance
by NABL accredited agencies. The
system has undergone stringent
biomedical tests and beta clinical
trials at NAL Health Centre. The
entire process has been done in a
record 36 days, competing with
global standards for speed.

CSIR has been
introducing low-cost
and effective hospital
assistive devices and
PPEs and consistently
improving their
efficiency and design.
Many of them have
been transferred to
the industry while
some are at the stage
of beta testing,
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CSIR-NCL and
Genrich Membranes,
a start-up innovation
venture have
developed a Oxygen
enrichment unit
(OEU) to increase the
oxygen concentration
from the ambient air
of 21-22% to 38-40%

NDA has been signed with • R e s p i r a t o r y A s s i s t a n c e
Intervention Device by CSIR6 MSMEs for commercialization
CSIO: Functional testing of the
of the technolog y – Cyient
Technologies, Bengaluru; Datasol,
developed prototype as per targeted
specifications has been completed
Bengaluru; Apollo Computing,
using a Ventilator calibrator and
Hyderabad; Paras Defence,
artificial test lung. Initial two
Mumbai; Redimo, Bangalore; and
rounds of validation have been
Kavitual, Gujarat.
completed in discussions with
anaesthesiologist of GMCH,
• Protective Coverall: CSIR-NAL
Chandigarh and the final round of
Bengaluru developed a coverall
validation in progress. Expected to
protective suit for the protection
be completed by May 16, 2020. ToT
of healthcare workers attending
under process in discussions with
to COVID-19 patients. The
M/s. Forbes (India), Mumbai, and
polypropylene spun laminated
M/s. LM Healthcare, Panchkula.
multi-layered non-woven fabric has
been developed in collaboration • Oxygen Enrichment Unit by
with MAF Clothing and has
CSIR-NCL: OEU is one of
undergone stringent testing. The
the critical needs of COVIDproduction capacity of the coverall,
19 patients is the need to meet
initially pegged at 30,000 has now
the oxygen requirements due to
been enhanced to 50,000 units
their lungs being compromised.
per day.
Oxygen
enrichment
unit

(OEU) to increase the oxygen
concentration from the ambient
air of 21-22% to 38-40% has been
developed by CSIR-NCL and
Genrich Membranes, a start-up
innovation venture. It produces
enriched oxygen for patients in
the home and hospital settings
allowing enhancement of oxygen
levels up-to 40%. It has passed all
11 tests at TUV Reinlands and is
undergoing clinical trials.

• HCARD — Robotic Device for
Frontline Healthcare Warriors:
CSIR-CMERI (Central Mechanical
Engineering Research Institute),
D u r g a p u r h a s d e vel o p ed a
“Hospital Care Assistive Robotic
Device” to safeguard healthcare
workers by reducing their exposure
to infected patients.
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Supply Chain & Logistics

The success of development,
deployment and operationalisation
depends on the entire supply chain
being in place and functional,
especially in the current lockdown
scenario in the country and
worldwide. CSIR labs are geared up
to facilitate regional demands for
materials and supplies for testing
labs, PPEs, medical supplies, etc. The
database of potential suppliers of
quality products is under preparation.
This platform will also showcase
and make available the different
The robotic device possesses CSIR products developed for the
va r i o u s f e a t u r e s i n c l u d i n g management of the COVID-19
navigation, drawer activation for pandemic.
providing medicines and food to
patients, sample collection and
audio-visual communication and
can be controlled and monitored
by a nursing booth with a control
station. The robot works with both
automatic as well as manual modes
• AarogyaPath: Following the
of navigation.
successful launch of the Kisan
Sabha App recently, steps have been
• Face Shield by CSIR-CECRI:
initiated to develop Aarogyapath,
CSIR-CECRI has developed a 3-D
a National Healthcare Supply
printed face shield that has been
Chain Management System to
certified by CIPET. The Institute
address COVID-19 and similar
has partnered with a company 3D
pandemics. This platform will act
Lycan, Bangalore which can make
as a single stop solution for all
500 pieces/day (3D printed) and
national healthcare needs. The
bulk orders can go up to 30,000/
domain http://aarogyapath.in/
day based on the injection mold
has been registered. A knowhow
process.
management agreement entitled
“Development of web application
• Face Mask from CSIR-CMERI:
AarogyaPath: National Healthcare
The face masks developed by
Supply Chain Management System”
CSIR-CMERI have received
between CSIR and private partner
certification from SITRA and
Sarvodaya Infotech Private Limited
scale-up is being explored with
was signed on 13 May 2020.
mechanization and MSMEs.

CSIR labs are
geared up to
facilitate regional
demands for
materials and
supplies for testing
labs, PPEs, medical
supplies, etc.
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As part of the
Namami Gange
project, the “Ganga
Aamantran Abhiyan”,
a unique exploratory
river rafting and
kayaking expedition
was conducted
from Devprayag to
Ganga Sagar from 10
October 2019 to 12
November 2019.

In The News

CSIR Contributes to the Namami Gange
Mission

From L to R: Shri U.P. Singh, Secretary, Ministry of Jal Shakti; Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat,
Minister for Jal Shakti; Shri Amit Shah, Home Minister; Shri Rattan Lal Kataria, Minister of State
for Jal Shakti; and Shri Rajiv Rangan Mishra, DG, NMCG

CSIR (Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research) has been
contributing for several years towards
the cleaning of the river Ganga by
reducing the pollution in the river
and spreading awareness among
people. CSIR has deployed several
technologies for chemical-free cleanup of drains falling in tributaries of
the river Ganga.
CSIR laboratories like CSIR-IITR,
CSIR-NEERI, CSIR-IMTECH along
with other stakeholders have come
up with studies that have helped the

government of India set a policy
framework for cleaning the river
Ganga under its project “Namami
Gange Mission”.
As part of the Namami Gange
project, the “Ganga Aamantran
Abhiyan” a unique exploratory river
rafting and kayaking expedition was
conducted from Devprayag to Ganga
Sagar from 10 October 2019 to
12 November 2019 for spreading
awareness about river Gang a
rejuvenation and its conservation. It
was a joint expedition with CSIR-

Collection of groundwater samples and distribution of awareness brochures to students and the
public by team members of CSIR-IITR
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Indian Institute of Toxicology Institute
(IITR), Indian Air Force, Indian Navy
and Wildlife Institute of India. During
the mission, it was observed that the
biodiversity in river Ganga is being
restored and also the population of
Ganga Ghariyal and Ganga Dolphin
has now significantly increased.
The formal flag-in ceremony
for “Ganga Aamantran Abhiyan”
was organised on 13 March 2020
at the Ashok Hotel, New Delhi,
which was graced by Hon’ble Union
Minister for Home Affairs, Shri
Amit Shah as the Chief Guest along
with other dignitaries including Shri
Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, Minister
for Jal Shakti; Shri Rattan Lal Kataria,
Minister of State for Jal Shakti and
Social Justice & Empowerment; Shri
U.P. Singh, Secretary, Ministry of Jal
Shakti; and Shri Rajiv Rangan Mishra,
DG, NMCG.
During his address, Shri Amit
Shah said that “Namami Gange

Shri Amit Shah addressing the gathering

Mission” was not just an attempt to
create an infrastructure, it was not
just a campaign to stop pollution,
but the main aim of Namami Gange
was to spread a culture of conserving
and preserving the Ganga in its
'Nirmal and Aviral' status for future
generations.

Induction-cum-Meet of Newly
Recruited Scientists with DG, CSIR
CSIR-Human Resource Development
Centre (HRDC), Ghaziabad,
i s c o n t i nu o u s l y p u r s u i n g i t s
mandated programme to promote
a professional and holistic human
resource development in CSIR by
offering Training and Development
programmes for professionalising
R&D management and support
functions in CSIR.
The Centre recently organised
an “Induction-cum-newly Recruited
Scientists Meet with DG, CSIR”
during 4-7 March 2020 at CSIRHRDC, Ghaziabad. The Centre

received around 140 nominations
of newly recruited scientists from
various laboratories of CSIR for the
programme.
The programme was initiated
with the welcome remarks by Dr
R.K. Sinha, Head, CSIR-HRDC who
shared the expectations from the
participants about the programme.
Prof. Alok Dhawan, Director,
CSIR-IITR, delivered the keynote
address on ‘National R&D Perspective:
Role of CSIR’ and interacted with the
participants. During the first two days,
eminent experts and HoDs of various

“Namami Gange
Mission” was not just
an attempt to create an
infrastructure, it was
not just a campaign to
stop pollution, but the
main aim of Namami
Gange was to spread a
culture of conserving
and preserving the
Ganga in its 'Nirmal
and Aviral' status for
future generations,
said Shri Amit Shah.
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Dr Shekhar C. Mande during the interaction

Every individual
who joined CSIR
needs to be
exposed about
CSIR at induction
level, re-trained/
re-skilled at midcareer level.

divisions of CSIR Hqrs interacted
and addressed the participants on
Organisation & Management of
S&T in India & STI Policy; CSIR:
An Overview; International S&T
Management; IPR Management;
Encouraging Development and
Commercialisation of Inventions
and Innovations: A New Impetus;
CSIR Service Matters and Conduct
Rules; CSIR Financial Management
Systems; CSIR Purchase Procedures;
Preventive Vigilance: An Overview,
and Legal Framework in CSIR.
Dr Anjan Ray, Director, CSIRIIP also addressed and interacted
with the participants on Technology
Readiness Level. Yoga sessions

were also organised for the physical
wellbeing and integration of mind
body and soul.
Dr Shekhar C. Mande, Secretary,
DSIR and Director-General, CSIR,
interacted with the scientists on 6 &
7 March 2020. The interaction with
the participants began with DG, CSIR
sharing his expectations from CSIR
and the scientists. All the scientists
presented their work and its alignment
with CSIR’s mission and vision
through individual presentations
and S&T Poster Presentations. On
the second last day, the participants
organised a cultural event to share and
present the richness of different parts
of the country.

Dr Alok Dhawan during his address
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The programme was well received concluded with the distribution of
by the participants as evident from certificates by Dr Shekhar C. Mande
their feedback. The programme was to the participants.
R&D Highlights

Indigenous System for Assessment and
Relearning of Postural Balance
Postural stability is achieved
by maintaining an upright body
alignment against gravitational force
and preserving the equilibrium of
the Centre of Pressure (CoP) in an
individual’s base of support. Successful
postural control requires contribution
from a complex sensory system
comprising visual, somatosensory and
vestibular modalities as well as motor
control systems.

Due to recent technological
advances, a g rowing trend in
balance assessments has become the
monitoring of Centre of Pressure
(terrestrial locomotion) (CoP), the
reaction vector of the centre of
mass on the ground, path length
for a specified duration. The system
is classified as static and dynamic
postural balance system. In the static
system, the platform is stable, whereas
in the dynamic system the minimal
CoP path length is suggestive of good
balance. Laboratory-grade force plates
are considered the "gold-standard" of
measuring CoP.

CSIR-CSIO developed
Postural Stability
System that estimates
CoP, balance stability
and lateral fall and is
available at significant
reduced cost
supporting the GOI
initiatives of health
for all.
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MoU/Agreements

CSIR-NAL is
implementing the
prestigious national
programme on ‘Design
& Development of 19
seats Light Transport
Aircraft – SARASMKII’
for both civil and
military applications.

With this in view, the Biomedical
Instrumentation Group at CSIRCSIO (Central Scientific Instruments
Organisation), Chandigarh, has
developed a Postural Stability System
that estimates CoP, balance stability
and lateral fall. Dr Dinesh Pankaj,
Head Biomedical Instrumentation
Group, informed that the system uses
pressure mapping from five metatarsal
points for accurate assessment of
CoP and calculates symmetry and
stability index, which give a quantified
assessment of static and dynamic
postural stability.
This assessment is important
for patients of stroke, Parkinson’s,
the elderly, etc. After an accurate

MoU/Agreements

CSIR-NAL’s MoU with HAL & Letter
of Intent (LoI) for Hansa-NG at Wings
India 2020
CSIR-National Aerospace
Laboratories (NAL), Bengaluru
successfully participated in Asia’s
Largest Civil Aviation Wings India
2020 held at Begumpet Airport,
Hyderabad from 12-15 March 2020.
India’s civil aviation agenda has a
vision of spending $290 Billion to put
2000 aircraft in the skies by 2040, and
$13.6 Billion (about Rs 1 lakh crore)
sectoral investment to fund 100 new
airports in the next five years.
At the event, CSIR-NAL displayed
its civil aviation technologies &
products like full-scale mock-up of
the ongoing Hansa-Next Generation
(NG) programme, India’s first all
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assessment of postural stability, the
system has 12 training modules, which
use the concept of biofeedback based
learning to help the patients relearn
the static and dynamic balance, as
informed by Dr Neelesh Kumar who
is leading this development.
Dr Saini, Head, Business Initiatives
& Project Planning, states that a
similar imported system is available in
the country at a cost of Rs 8-10 Lakh,
which is prohibiting the widespread
availability of the system in tier
II-III cities hospitals. The CSIO
developed technology is available at
a significantly reduced cost up to Rs
2-3 lakhs, which supports the GOI
initiatives of health for all.

composite two-seat trainer aircraft
ideally suited for ab-initio flying
training, sport & hobby flying. The
aircraft will be certified under JARVLA/CS-VLA Certification.
CSIR-NAL is implementing the
prestigious national programme
on ‘Design & Development of 19
seats Light Transport Aircraft –
SARASMKII’ for both civil and
military applications. The aircraft
is ideal for commuter connectivity
under UDAN-Regional Connectivity
Scheme (RCS) among tier-2 and tier3 cities. The SARASMKII with low
acquisition and operating cost can
operate from semi-prepared runways

and is operable from hot & high altitude
airfields. The aircraft is designed to
meet FAR-23 requirements.
At the Wings India 2020, CSIRNAL & HAL signed an MoU in
presence of Shri R. Madhavan,
Chair man HAL for taking this
indigenous development to serve the

Indian Defence Forces & Civil Aviation
Sector by design, development and
maintenance of SARASMKII aircraft.
This is a significant step
in furthering the Make in India
programme to realise its optimal
potential in the civil aviation sector.

Minister of Civil Aviation Hardeep S Puri unveiling
Hansa-NG Mock-up at Wings India 2020

Letter of Intent from Aviacons, Hyderabad, for 3 nos
Hansa-NG at Wings India 2020

Letter of Intent from BlueRay Aviation, Ahmedabad, for
4 nos Hansa-NG at Wings India 2020

Letter of Intent from Rayman Aviation, New Delhi, for 2
nos Hansa-NG at Wings India 2020

MoU between CSIR-NAL &
HAL for design, development,
production and maintenance of
SARASMKK II aircraft. Presence
(from left to right): Jitendra J.
Jadhav Director CSIR-NAL,
R.Madhavan Chairman HAL,
and M.S. Velpari, Director
(Operations) HAL.
13 March at Wings India 2020
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CSIR-NISCAIR’s Online Competitions
for Students Receive Overwhelming
Response
In view of the lockdown conditions
prevailing throughout the country, to
enthuse and involve students more
closely in issues pertaining to the
coronavirus outbreak and COVID-19
disease, the CSIR-National Institute
of Science Communication and
Infor mation Resources (CSIRNISCAIR), New Delhi announced
online competitions on the theme
“Coronavirus: An Invisible Enemy”.
The online competitions required
students to put their minds to work
and depict their thoughts and views
on topics such as “Social Distancing
& Hygiene to Prevent COVID-19”,
“Coronavirus Pandemic: Changing
Lives”, “Life During the Lockdown”,
“The School Comes Home”, and
“Misinformation is a Greater Danger
in the Pandemic” through drawings,

paintings, cartoons, essays and videos
shot on mobiles.
The competitions were announced
on the CSIR-NISCAIR website and
promoted through social media such
as Facebook and Twitter. The last date
of the competitions was 15 May 2020.
It is heartening that the competitions
received an overwhelming response.
At closing, almost 7400 students had
registered for the competitions and
more than 8000 entries had been
received.
The entries were received from
6200 schools in 1200 metro cities and
remote villages from Imphal, Dispur,
Nagaland and Meghalaya to Surat
in Gujarat; Panchkula, Manali and
Jammu to Pondicherry, Ernakulam
and Chennai, and from Bhubaneswar
to Goa and Visakhapatnam.
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